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ABSTRACT: Direct synthesis (H2 + O2 → H2O2) is a
promising reaction for producing H2O2, which can replace
chlorinated oxidants in industrial processes. The mechanism of
this reaction and the reasons for the importance of seemingly
unrelated factors (e.g., Pd cluster size and solvent pH) remain
unclear despite significant research. We propose a mechanism
for H2O2 formation on Pd clusters consistent with steady-state
H2O2 and H2O formation rates measured as functions of
reactant pressures and temperature and the interpretations of
proton concentration effects. H2O2 forms by sequential
proton−electron transfer to O2 and OOH surface inter-
mediates, whereas H2O forms by O−O bond rupture within
OOH surface species. Direct synthesis, therefore, does not
proceed by the Langmuir−Hinshelwood mechanism often invoked. Rather, H2O2 forms by heterolytic reaction pathways
resembling the two-electron oxygen reduction reaction (ORR); however, the chemical potential of H2 replaces an external
electrical potential as the thermodynamic driving force. Activation enthalpies (ΔH⧧) for H2O formation increase by 14 kJ mol−1

when Pd cluster diameters increase from 0.7 to 7 nm because changes in the electronic structure of Pd surface atoms decrease
their propensity to cleave O−O bonds. ΔH⧧ values for H2O2 remain nearly constant because barriers for proton−electron
transfer depend weakly on the coordinative saturation of Pd surface atoms. Collectively, these results provide a self-consistent
mechanism, which clarifies many studies in which H2O2 rates and selectivities were shown to depend on the concentration of
acid/halide additives and Pd cluster size. These findings will guide the rational design of selective catalysts for direct synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an effective and environmentally
benign alternative to chlorinated oxidizers (e.g., HClO and
ClO2) commonly used to selectively oxidize organic molecules
(e.g., propylene), bleach pulp and paper, and treat wastewater.1

The primary byproducts of the reactions between H2O2 and
organic compounds are H2O and O2; therefore, H2O2 is an
appealing oxidant, which unlike chlorinated oxidizers does not
produce toxic chloroform, dioxins, and polychlorinated hydro-
carbons.2,3 However, the current market cost of H2O2 is not
competitive with chlorinated oxidizers because the dominant
method for H2O2 production (anthraquinone auto-oxidation
(AO))1 inherently requires energy-intensive separation and
concentration steps, and thus has high capital and operating
costs. For H2O2 to be more widely used, costly separation steps
must be eliminated;4 therefore, its production cannot involve
anthraquinones. Rather, H2O2 needs to be produced by a
radically different catalytic chemistry.
The direct synthesis of H2O2 (H2 + O2→H2O2) appears to be

the most promising alternative to AO.4,5 Direct synthesis does
not involve organic substrates (i.e., anthraquinones), uses
greener solvents (e.g., H2O, CH3OH), and consequently
requires fewer separation steps and much less energy to produce

H2O2.
4,6 Direct synthesis, however, suffers from low H2O2

selectivity because significant amounts of H2O form by primary
and secondary reactions that irreversibly cleave the O−O bond7

of surface intermediates chemisorbed on transition metal cluster
catalysts.5,8−11 The greatest H2O2 selectivities are achieved on
catalysts that cleave O−O bonds at low rates12,13 but add
hydrogen to O2* at high rates.10 Pd catalysts have higher H2O2

selectivities (60−75%) than Pt catalysts (5−20%)14 and give
H2O2 formation rates nearly 100-fold greater than those for
Au.15,16 Yet Pd only gives such high selectivities in strongly acidic
solvents (e.g., ethanol, 0.12 MH2SO4)

14 containing halides (e.g.,
Cl−, Br−), which modify the reactivity of the Pd surfaces in ways
not fully understood.14,17−20 Researchers must develop catalysts
that give greater selectivities toward H2O2 without the need for
solvents containing mineral acids and halides in order for direct
synthesis to be more viable.1,19

Rational design of such catalysts require fundamental,
molecular-level knowledge of the mechanism for H2O2

formation on metal clusters; however, the direct synthesis
reaction is poorly understood. H2O2 formation rates on Pd
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clusters depend strongly on several seemingly disparate factors
including the pH of the solvent,21−23 the presence (or absence)
of halide coadsorbates,22−25 and the size of the metal
clusters.26,27 The manner by which these factors collectively
determine H2O2 selectivities and rates have not been resolved in
previous studies. Protons (H+) have been suggested to affect
surface chemistry through indirect (i.e., electronic interactions)21

or by directly participating in O2 reduction.
24,28 The additions of

mineral acids (e.g., HCl,21,29 H2SO4,
14,21 H3PO4,

22,24 and
HNO3)

22 to solvents for direct synthesis increase the
concentrations of H+ and H2O2 selectivities, but they also
introduce strongly binding anions (e.g., Cl−, SO4

2−, PO4
3−, and

NO3
−) that modify the electronic structure of metal clusters

directly. To the best of our knowledge, there are no direct
measurements that implicate H+ in the direct synthesis of H2O2.
The addition of halides to Pd clusters in acidic ethanol (0.12 M
H2SO4) increases H2O2 selectivities from 60 to 80%.21 These
changes have been attributed to halide adsorption either blocking
sites that promote O−O bond scission12,24,30,31 or reducing the
density of states near the Fermi level and consequently making
metal surfaces less reactive for O−O cleavage.31−35 H2O2
selectivities do increase when halides and acids are added to
solvents for direct synthesis, yet these species are difficult to
remove from the product stream. As such, there is significant
interest in using other strategies to achieve high selectivities
including alloying Pd with other metals (e.g., Au)8,19 and
controlling the size of the Pd clusters.26,27 PdAu alloy
nanoclusters supported on carbon give H2O2 selectivities
(80%) much greater than those on Pd (42%) and H2O2
formation rates 100 times larger than those on Au.19 In addition,
studies over a narrow range of Pd cluster sizes (3.4−4.2 nm) on
SiO2 show that H2O2 selectivity increases modestly with
increasing cluster size.27 The mechanisms by which alloying or
changes in the cluster size affect H2O2 selectivities remain
unknown but are likely related to either ensemble effects (e.g.,
decreased number of sites that rupture O−O bonds)12,36 or
electronic effects (e.g., reduced electron back-donation from Pd
into π* orbitals of the O−O bond).26,32 The uncertain
explanations for the effects of acids and cluster size as well as
the poorly understood connections between these factors and
the mechanism for H2O2 formation impede rational design of
improved catalysts for direct synthesis.
In this study, we propose a mechanism for direct synthesis of

H2O2 on Pd clusters that is consistent with our measurements
and with previously published observations and that provides
guiding principles for the design of metal catalysts that will give
greater selectivities and formation rates for H2O2. Here, we
report steady-state H2O2 andH2O formation rates on Pd clusters
(0.7−7 nm) and their dependence on the pressure of H2 (5−400

kPa) and O2 (25−400 kPa), the protic or aprotic nature of the
reaction solvent, and the concentration and identity of proton
donors over a range of relevant temperatures (273−305 K).
Formation rates of both H2O2 and H2O are sensitive to the H2
pressure but show no dependence on the O2 pressure. H2O2
selectivities and formation rates require that H+ are present in the
solvent and increase slightly with the addition of H+ donors (e.g.,
H2SO4, HCl, or H2CO3), whereas rates for H2O2 formation are
immeasurable (>103 times lower) in aprotic solvents. Collec-
tively, these rate measurements are inconsistent with previously
proposed Langmuirian reaction mechanisms. Instead, these data
show that H2O2 is formed by kinetically relevant proton (from
solvent molecules)electron (provided by heterolytic hydrogen
oxidation, H2 ↔ 2H+ + 2e−) transfer to hydroperoxy surface
intermediates. This mechanism resembles that for the two-
electron oxygen reduction reaction (ORR);37 however, both
half-reactions occur on a single Pd cluster in the absence of an
electrical potential. Rather, gaseous H2 provides a chemical
potential which drives O2 reduction. These mechanistic
conclusions agree also with measured activation enthalpies
(ΔH⧧) and the differences among their values on 0.7, 3, and 7 nm
Pd clusters. Values of ΔH⧧ for H2O2 formation rates remain
nearly constant (9−14 kJ mol−1) as the mean size of the Pd
clusters increase; however, ΔH⧧ for H2O formation increases
noticeably (18 to 32 kJ mol−1). These comparisons show that
processes that form H2O2 (proton−electron transfer) are less
sensitive to changes in the electronic structure of Pd surfaces than
those that create H2O (i.e., O−O bond dissociation), which is
consistent with prior research of the ORR and our mechanistic
conclusions. The data and interpretations suggest that greater
H2O2 selectivities can be achieved when metal clusters, which
heterolytically dissociate H2 and bind O2 tightly enough to
facilitate electron transfer, contact solvents with high H+

concentrations. These findings will guide the development of
productive catalysts for the direct synthesis of H2O2 and help to
advance the use of H2O2 for the production of commodity
chemicals.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Synthesis of Supported Pd Catalysts. Pd catalysts were

prepared by strong electrostatic adsorption (SEA) of Pd precursors onto
silica,38 followed by oxidation and reduction to formmetallic clusters. All
gases used were 99.999% pure and supplied by S. J. Smith Co. unless
otherwise stated. Silica (15 g, Sigma-Aldrich, Davisil 646, 35−60 mesh)
was added to 300 cm3 of deionized (DI) water (17.8 MΩ) followed by
the addition of 30 cm3 of 14.5 M NH4OH (Macron, 28−30 wt %) in
order to obtain a solution pH greater than 11. In a separate beaker, 17.4
mg of Pd(NH3)4Cl2 (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.99%) was added to 15 cm3 of
DI water; subsequently, this solution was added to the basic solution
containing silica. The resulting solution was stirred for 3 h and then

Table 1. Characterization Results for Pd Catalysts

temperature (K)

sample Pd content (% wt)a oxidative treatmentb reductive treatmentc <dCHEM> (nm)d <dTEM> (nm)e

0.7 nm Pd−SiO2 0.05 n/a 573, 4 h 0.7 n/a
3 nm Pd−SiO2 0.04 673, 4 h 573, 4 h 3 4 ± 1
7 nm Pd−SiO2 0.05 973, 4 h 573, 4 h 7 7 ± 1
3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2 3.8 n/a 573, 4 h n/a 5 ± 1

aMetal content of samples determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy following digestion in a 2:1 volume ratio of
HNO3 (Fisher Scientific, 67−70 wt %) to HF (Fisher Scientific, 48−51 wt %) b100 cm3 min−1 dry air. c20 kPa H2, 81 kPa He, 100 cm3 min−1.
dAverage cluster diameter determined by CO chemisorption (<dchem>) was calculated using total CO uptake obtained over the range of 0.03−0.4
kPa CO at 303 K with the assumption of hemispherical clusters and an adsorption stoichiometry of two Pds to one CO molecule.39,40 eSurface-
averaged mean cluster diameter from transmission electron microscopy analysis using <dTEM> = (Σinidi

3/Σinidi
2) of >100 clusters.
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vacuum filtered to recover the solids. The wet solids were rinsed with an
additional 500 cm3 of DI water, vacuum filtered, and then allowed to dry.
The dried solids were heated to 573 K at 3 K min−1 and then held at 573
K for 4 h in a flowing mixture of 20 kPa H2 and 81 kPa He (100 cm3

min−1) with the intent to reduce the Pd to metallic nanoclusters.
Oxidative treatments in flowing dry air (Table 1) were used after the
initial reduction to increase the average size of the Pd clusters. These
were followed by a second reductive treatment (573 K, 4 h, 20 kPa H2,
81 kPa He, 100 cm3 min−1) to form metallic Pd nanoclusters. After
reduction, all samples were passivated at ambient temperature by
exposure to a flowing (500 cm3 min−1) mixture of 4 kPa O2 and 97 kPa
He for 0.5 h.
A 3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2 catalyst was prepared by incipient wetness

impregnation of 200 mg of washed SiO2 with 0.21 cm3 of 0.45 M
K2PdCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%). The catalyst was then dried under
ambient conditions for 4 h before reduction and passivation treatments
identical to those described above.
2.2. Mean Pd Cluster Sizes and Metal Loading. The average

diameters of clean Pd clusters were estimated from the volumetric
uptake of CO (<dCHEM>) and from cluster size distributions obtained by
transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM). Volumetric CO uptakes were
measured at 303 K using a custom-built borosilicate-glass chemisorption
cell. Loaded catalysts were degassed by heating to 323 K at 3 K min−1

and holding for 12 h while evacuating the system with a turbo pump
(Edwards, EXT250), after which the sample was cooled and the cell was
checked for leaks. Samples were then treated in flowing H2 (50 cm3

min−1) while heating to 523 K at 3 K min−1 and holding at 523 K for 0.5
h. The sample was then evacuated at 523 K for 0.5 h using the turbo
pump, and the cell was allowed to cool to 303 K under dynamic vacuum.
The total amount of CO (S.J. Smith, 99.99%) adsorbed onto the Pd
clusters within each sample was determined by measuring volumetric
uptakes between 0.03 and 0.4 kPa and extrapolating the linear portion of
the isotherm to zero pressure. The number of exposed Pd atoms (Pds)
was determined by assuming a ratio of two Pds to one COmolecule.39,40

The mean cluster diameter for each sample was estimated from Pds and
the total Pd loading by assuming a hemispherical geometry and an
atomic radius of 0.14 nm for Pd.
The distribution of cluster diameters was measured by bright-field

TEM imaging (JEOL 2010 LaB6) of more than 100 clusters. Samples
were prepared by grinding the catalyst to a fine powder (<200 mesh),
which was then suspended in ethanol (Decon Laboratories Inc., 100%)
by gentle stirring and loaded onto a Cu holey-carbon TEM grid (200
mesh, Ted Pella Inc.). The wet grids were dried under ambient
conditions for at least 4 h. The surface area normalized average cluster
diameter (<dTEM>) for each catalyst was calculated using

< >=
∑
∑

d
n d

n d
i i i

i i i
TEM

3

2
(1)

where ni is the number of clusters with diameter di. Figure 1 shows a
representative TEM image of the 7 nm Pd clusters, with the cluster
diameter distribution as inset, and TEM images for the other Pd catalyst
are given in Figure S1.1. The diameters of the clusters formed using only
reductive treatments were too small (<1 nm) to be measured accurately
by TEM. The values of <dTEM> and <dCHEM> agree closely for the 3 and
7 nm Pd clusters. The Pd content of each sample was measured by
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (PerkinElm-
er, Optima 2000DV). The characterization results for all prepared
catalysts are shown in Table 1.
2.3. Steady-State H2O2 and H2O Formation Rate Measure-

ments. Steady-state reaction rates were measured using a packed-bed,
continuous-flow reactor (0.32 cm I.D., 11 cm long) contained within a
stainless-steel cooling jacket (3.8 cmO.D.). The reactor was loaded with
150−300 mg of Pd−SiO2, which was held between plugs of glass wool
(6−10 mg), each supported by borosilicate glass rods (2 mm diameter).
These, in turn, were secured between silver-coated fritted VCR gaskets
(Swagelok, SS-4-VCR-2-60M), which were also used to seal the reactor
to the tubing of the gas−liquid handling manifold. The temperature of
the reactor (273−305 K) was controlled by flowing aqueous ethylene
glycol through the cooling jacket using a refrigerated recirculating bath

(Neslab, Endocal). The temperature of the catalyst bed was monitored
directly using a K-type thermocouple contained within the cooling
jacket and in firm contact with the stainless-steel wall surrounding the
catalyst bed. Certified reactant gas mixtures (25% H2, balance N2, and
5% O2, balance N2; or 5% H2, balance N2, and 25% O2, balance N2) and
CO2 (S.J. Smith, 99.99%) were introduced to the system upstream of the
catalyst bed using digital mass-flow controllers (MFC; Porter, 601
series). Gas mixtures were chosen to contain sufficient N2 to ensure that
flammable mixtures of H2 and O2 never formed.

41 The reaction solvent
(aqueous CH3OH (Macron, ≥ 99.8%) solutions, 20−100% v/v) were
introduced to the system downstream of the MFCs using a high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump (Waters, 515). The
molecular species used to control the pH of the solution (H2SO4
(Macron, 95−98%), H3PO4 (Fisher Scientific, 88.9%), HCl (Macron,
36.5−38%), and NaHCO3 (Fisher Scientific, > 99.7%)) were combined
with the solvent within the HPLC pump reservoir, and the solvent pH
was measured with a digital pH meter (Omega, PHH22). The gas and
liquid streams contacted and mixed within 120 cm of 1.6 mm I.D. tubing
before flowing through the catalyst bed in an upflow configuration. The
reactor pressure (0.1−3.1 MPa) was controlled using an electronic
pressure reducer (EPR; Proportion Air, QB1S) and a back-pressure
regulator (BPR; Equilibar, EB1LF1-SS316) equipped with a Kapton
diaphragm. The pressure at the inlet of the reactor was measured with a
digital pressure gauge (Omega, DPG8001-1K), and the pressure at the
reactor outlet was monitored using the EPR.

The collection and characterization of the liquid and gaseous effluent
streams was automated and operated continuously. The liquid and
gaseous portions of the reactor effluent were separated using an acrylic
gas−liquid separator (GLS) located downstream of the BPR. The gas
stream passed through a check valve (Swagelok, 1.7 kPa cracking
pressure) before flowing into the automated gas sampling valve for a gas
chromatograph (Agilent, 7890). The components of the gas stream
were separated using a packed column (Sigma-Aldrich, 3 m length × 2.1
mm ID, Molecular Sieve 5A) and their concentrations were analyzed
using a thermal conductivity detector. Ar was used as both the carrier
and reference gas during gas chromatography. Liquid samples were
withdrawn from the GLS using an automated valve (Vici, 10 port valve),
which was configured to inject 0.4 cm3 of the effluent liquid and also 1
cm3 of a colorimetric indicator solution (12 mM neocuproine, Sigma-
Aldrich, ≥ 98%; 8.3 mM CuSO4, Fisher Scientific, ≥ 98.6%; 25% v/v
ethanol, Decon Laboratories Inc., 100%)42 into glass vials held within an
automated fraction collector (Biorad, 2110). The concentration of H2O2
in each vial was determined from its absorbance at 454 nm, measured
using a spectrophotometer (Spectronic, 20 Genesys). The absorbance

Figure 1. Representative TEM image of the 7 nm Pd−SiO2 catalyst with
cluster size distribution (inset). More than 100 clusters were measured
to determine the value of <dTEM>, the surface area averaged diameter.
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values were calibrated using solutions of known colorimetric indicator
solution with known H2O2 concentrations.
Primary rates of H2O2 and H2O formation were measured by

avoiding artifacts introduced by mass transport limitations and
uncertainties from secondary H2O2 decomposition. To ensure that
the Madon−Boudart criterion43 was satisfied, H2 conversion was
measured as a function of gas residence time ((mol Pds s) (mol H2)

−1)
on catalysts with different metal loadings (0.025−0.5 wt %) at high H2
pressure (400 kPa H2) where H2O2 and H2O formation rates were the
greatest (Figure S2.1). The H2 conversion at a given gas residence time
did not depend on metal loading for catalysts with Pd contents≤0.05 wt
%, indicating that intrapellet mass transport limitations did not exist in
this range of metal loading. H2O2 formation rates were measured as a
function of liquid residence time (2.1−4.2 s) over a range of
temperatures (266−305 K) to examine the significance of secondary
decomposition of H2O2 (Figure S2.2). The H2O2 formation rate
depended strongly on the liquid residence time at temperatures greater
than 281 K, indicating significant secondary decomposition of H2O2.
Mass transport restrictions and secondary decomposition of H2O2 were
avoided throughout this study by using 0.05 wt % Pd catalyst, a solvent
flow rate of 10 cm3 min−1, and a reaction temperature of 277 K unless
otherwise stated. The catalyst was changed after each data set, typically
on a daily basis, which prevented slow leaching of the Pd from affecting
the rate measurements significantly. After the catalyst was loaded, it was
allowed to stabilize for at least 6 h under reaction conditions prior to data
collection. Data was collected for at least 1.5 h under each set of
conditions to acquire multiple rate measurements at steady state.
Reported rates comprise the mean values of at least six measurements,
and error bars represent the standard deviation of these measurements.
2.4. Rate Measurements in Semibatch Reactors. H2O2

formation rates were measured in protic and aprotic solvents using a
60 cm3 borosilicate glass semibatch reactor (43.5mm I.D.). The reactant
gases entered through a fine glass frit at the bottom of the reactor and
were highly dispersed as they rose up through a turbulent suspension of
the catalyst and the solvent. The outlet at the top of the reactor was
made to be 3.5 mm I.D. to decrease the rate of solvent loss during each
experiment. The reactor was filled with 40 cm3 of either pure DI water
(17.8MΩ), methanol (Macron,≥99.8%), acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific,
99.9%), dimethyl sulfoxide (Fisher Scientific, 99.9%), or propylene
carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.7%), which were all used as received. The
reactant gas mixture (4.2 kPa H2, 4.2 kPa O2, balance N2) was
introduced at a total flow rate of 60 cm3 min−1 and controlled using
variable area rotameters (Omega, FL-1461-S). The 3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2
catalyst (20mg) was added to the reactor to initiate the reaction after the
gas flow rate became stable. Liquid samples (0.4 cm3) were taken every
2−5 min in order to measure the concentration of H2O2 by the
colorimetric titration procedure described earlier (section 2.3), and the
reaction was conducted at ambient temperature (∼295 K). The SEA-
prepared Pd catalysts were not used in the semibatch reactor because the
long Pd−liquid contact times (46 s gPd L−1 compared to 1.5 × 10−2 s gPd
L−1 in the plugged-flow reactor) caused significant amounts of Pd to
leach into the solution. Control experiments showed that these
dissolved Pd species interact with and perhaps oxidize the colorimetric
titrant so that theH2O2 concentration could not bemeasured accurately.
Therefore, the semibatch experiments were conducted using the 3.8 wt
% Pd−SiO2 catalyst prepared by incipient wetness impregnation
(section 2.1), which contains trace amounts of Cl that may reduce
leaching.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Dependence of Rates on Reactant Pressures and
Mechanistic Interpretation. Figure 2 shows turnover rates for
the formation of H2O2 (Figure 2a) and H2O (Figure 2b) from
the reduction of O2 on 0.7 nm Pd clusters as a function of H2
pressure (5−400 kPa H2, 60 kPa O2, 277 K) and O2 pressure
(25−400 kPa O2, 60 kPa H2, 277 K). The H2O2 and H2O
formation rates do not depend on O2 pressure ((O2)), likely
because the reactive surface sites are saturated with O2-derived

intermediates such as O2** (where ** and * denote η2 and η1

adsorbed Pd surface intermediates, respectively) or hydroperoxy
(OOH**) over the full range of (O2) tested here (25−400 kPa).
This interpretation is consistent with high heats of adsorption for
molecular oxygen onto H2O-saturated Pd (48−75 kJ mol−1)

10,44

and Pt (39−47 kJ mol−1)45,46 surfaces (i.e., 2H2O* +O2→O2**
+ 2H2O) even within liquid water. Presumably, reactive sites on
Pd surfaces would be covered by H2O* and rates would depend
on the value of (O2) at sufficiently low (O2). Calculated changes
in the Gibbs free energy for H2O* displacement by O2 (−39 kJ
mol−1)45 suggest, however, that metal surfaces are covered by
O2** even at pressures orders of magnitude less than the lowest
(O2) tested here (25 kPa O2; Supporting Information section
S3).
Figure 2 shows that the formation rates of H2O2 and H2O

depend strongly on H2 pressure ((H2)), even though they do not
change with (O2). The H2O2 formation rate initially increases
linearly with (H2) from 5 to 150 kPa (Figure 2a) and reaches a
half-order dependence on (H2) (i.e., rH2O2

∼ (H2)
1/2) at partial

pressures near 400 kPa. Under these same conditions, H2O
turnover rates are proportional to (H2)

1/2 between 5 and 150 kPa
and become constant at greater pressures (Figure 2b). These
data (Figure 2a) are consistent with the previously reported first-
order dependence of H2O2 formation rates on (H2), measured
from 5 to 24 kPa H2 on silica supported Pd clusters,21 yet that

Figure 2. (a) H2O2 and (b) H2O turnover rates as functions of H2
pressure at 60 kPa O2 (black, ■) and O2 pressure at 60 kPa H2 (red,●)
on 0.7 nm Pd clusters (277 K, 10 cm3 min−1 CH3OH). Lines are
intended to guide the eye.
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work did not observe changes in the (H2) dependence over the
small range of pressures tested. Mechanistic interpretations of
those results could not disprove or prove any of the proposed
mechanisms for H2O2 formation,10,11,28,47 in part because the
range of H2 pressures was limited but also because formation
rates for H2O were not reported.
H2O2 and H2O formation rates depend on the prevalent H2

and O2 pressures because changes in the partial pressure of the
reactants change either the concentrations of species involved in
kinetically relevant steps, the identity of the most abundant
reactive intermediates (MARI) or both.32 The data shown in
Figure 2 implies that the reactive sites are saturated with O2-
derived intermediates whose composition changes as (H2)
increases. Oxygen isotope labeling experiments show that H2O2
cannot be formed once the O−O bond of molecular O2 cleaves;

7

therefore, the rate data (Figure 2), together with this observation,
suggest that the MARI may be a species that contains an intact
O−O bond (i.e., O2**, OOH**, or H2O2**). The saturation of
metal surfaces by such intermediates is consistent with in situ
infrared spectroscopy studies showing large coverages of O2**
on Pt during the ORR at low potentials48 and interpretations of
the effects of anions and bromide onORR rates.49−51 In addition,
the dependence of both H2O2 and H2O formation rates on (H2)
shows that H2-derived intermediates participate in the kinetically
relevant steps that form each product. Finally, the simultaneous
changes in the dependence of H2O2 and H2O formation rates on
(H2) at∼150 kPa H2 suggest that the average composition of the
MARI increases by a single H atom.
Langmuir−Hinshelwood mechanisms proposed for H2O2

formation,10,11,47 which involve direct reduction of O2** by
sequential reactions with H* atoms bound to adjacent surface
sites, fail to describe these data (Figure 2). Specifically, such
mechanisms predict H2O2 formation rates that are independent
of (H2), depend inversely on (O2), or have a first-order
dependence on (O2) depending on the identity of the MARI
(derivation, Supporting Information section S4), which are
inconsistent with measured reaction rates (Figure 2a). A two-site
Langmuirian model, which involves distinct sites for O2 and H
adsorption could describe the data in Figure 2 (Supporting
Information section S5); however, it would require that the sites
capable of binding H* atoms remain empty over the entire range
of H2 pressures (5−400 kPa). This assumption seems unlikely
because the heat of adsorption of a H atom on Pd (72 kJ mol−1)
from calculated energies of H adsorption on Pd at low H
coverage52 and the homolytic bond dissociation energy of H2

53 is
significantly higher than that for H2O on Pd(111) (39 kJ
mol−1).52 Additional evidence, which shows that H2O2 forms
only in protic solvents (section 3.2), further suggests that this
reaction occurs by a non-Langmuirian mechanism. Thus, H2O2
appears to form by pathways that involve reactive intermediates
not present on the surface of Pd clusters.
Scheme 1 shows a proposed series of elementary steps that are

consistent with the effects of H2 and O2 pressure on product
formation rates on Pd clusters (Figure 2) and on other transition
metal clusters21,47,54 within liquid solvents. These steps involve
bimolecular reactions between liquid-phase species, namely H+,
and chemisorbed surface intermediates. Dissociative H2
adsorption (Scheme 1, step 1) and heterolytic H* oxidation
(Scheme 1, step 2) steps as well as molecular adsorption of O2
(Scheme 1, step 3) and desorption of H2O2 (Scheme 1, step 6)
and H2O (Scheme 1, step 11) are assumed to be quasi-
equilibrated under all conditions. These assumptions are based
on free energies for O2 and H2 adsorption that become negligible

near saturation coverages55,56 and facile decomposition of H2O2
on Pd surfaces,5,12 which suggest that these species readily desorb
and adsorb at rates greater than measured turnover rates (1 ×
10−3−7 × 10−1 (Pds·s)

−1). Subsequently, O2** undergoes either
quasi-equilibrated proton−electron transfer (Scheme 1, step 4)
to form hydroperoxy (OOH**) or irreversibly cleaves the O−O
bond (Scheme 1, step 7) to form chemisorbed oxygen atoms
(O*). Adsorbed OOH** then reacts by kinetically relevant
proton−electron transfer (Scheme 1, step 5) to form H2O2** or
dissociates by irreversible O−O rupture (Scheme 1, step 8).
Finally, H2O2** desorbs to the liquid-phase (Scheme 1, step 6)
or dissociates (Scheme 1, step 12) to form two hydroxyls (OH*).
Following irreversible O−O bond rupture in O2** (Scheme 1,
step 7), OOH** (Scheme 1, step 8), or H2O2** (Scheme 1, step
12), O* and OH* species hydrogenate (Scheme 1, steps 9 and
10) to form H2O*, which then desorbs (Scheme 1, step 11).
Scheme 1 suggests net H2O2 formation rates (rH2O2

) that
increase with the number of hydroperoxy surface intermediates
([OOH**]) and with the concentration of H+ in solution and
decrease with the number of adsorbed H2O2 molecules
([H2O2**]).

= ** − **+ −r k k[OOH ][H ][e ] [H O ]H O 5 12 2 22 2 (2)

where k5 is the rate constant for proton−electron transfer to
OOH**, [H+] is the concentration of H+ in the solvent, [e−] is
the number of free e− on the cluster (provided by heterolytic

Scheme 1. Proposed Series of Elementary Steps for H2O2 and
H2O Formation during Direct Synthesis on Supported Pd
Clustersa

a* denotes an empty site, X* represents an adsorbate bound to a
single Pd atom, X** signifies an intermediate adsorbed in an η2

configuration, the equilibrium arrows (⇄) with a circle indicate that an
elementary step is quasi-equilibrated, and kx is the rate constant for
elementary step x.
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oxidation of H2; Scheme 1, steps 1 and 2), and k12 is the rate
constant for O−O rupture within H2O2**. Applying the pseudo-
steady-state hypothesis (PSSH) to [OOH**] and other reactive
intermediates involved in H2O2 formation and decomposition
gives the rate equation

= − **
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟r k K K K K

k
K

(O )(H ) (H O ) [ ]H O 5 4 3 2
2

1 2 2
12

6
2 22 2

(3)

in which kx andKx are rate and equilibrium constants respectively
for each step x, (H2O2) is the liquid-phase concentration of
H2O2, and [**] is the number of unoccupied sites available to
bind species containing dioxygen (i.e., −O−O−) in η2

configurations.57−59 An expression for [**] is given from first
summing the numbers of likely surface intermediates

= ** + ** + ** + **L[ ] [ ] [O ] [OOH ] [H O ]2 2 2 (4)

where [L] and [O2**] are the number of available surface sites
and O2** intermediates, respectively. Formation rates of H2O2
and H2O do not depend on (O2) over the pressure range tested
(Figure 2), indicating that the MARI contains oxygen and thus
that H* coverages are insignificant. Moreover, coverages of
dissociation products (i.e., O*, OH*) appear to be low on active
sites because H2O2 and H2O rate expressions derived after
assuming aMARI of either O* or OH* (Supporting Information
section S6) were inconsistent with measured rate dependencies
on H2 and O2 pressures (Figure 2). Equation 4 can be re-
expressed in terms of the rate and equilibrium constants as well as
reactant pressures and concentrations:

= ** + ** + **

+ **

L K K K K K

K

[ ] [ ] (O )[ ] (H ) (O )[ ]
1

(H O )[ ]

3 2 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2

6
2 2

(5)

The combination of eqs 3 and 5 yields the rate expression for
H2O2 formation:

=
−

+ + +

r

L

k K K K K

K K K K K[ ]

(H )(O ) (H O )

1 (O ) (H ) (O ) (H O )

k
K

K

H O 5 4 3 2
2

1 2 2 2 2

3 2 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2
1

2 2

2 2

12

6

6

(6)

The complete derivation of this rate expression and alternative
rate expression that utilize other assumptions (and do not match
the experimental data) are provided in Supporting Information
section S6. H2O2 selectivities do not change significantly with H2
conversion (or residence time) under the conditions used here
(<10% H2 conversion, Figure S2.3), which shows that the rate of
H2O2 decomposition (Scheme 1, step 12, (k12/k6)(H2O2)) is
negligible compared to the rate of H2O2 formation (Scheme 1,
step 5). Thus, H2O2 decomposition can be neglected, and the
forward rate for H2O2 formation (r5) is equal to the net rate
(rH2O2

). Active sites become saturated with molecular oxygen
(i.e., O2** is the MARI) in the limit of low (H2), and the rate
equation simplifies to

=
r

L
k K K K

[ ]
(H )H O

5 4 2
2

1 2
2 2

(7)

Equation 7 is consistent with H2O2 formation rates that increase
in proportion to (H2) at the lowest values of (H2) (Figure 2a, 5−
150 kPa H2), and which do not depend on (O2) (Figure 2a, 25−
400 kPa). The coverage of OOH** increases with (H2) such that
OOH** becomes the MARI when (H2) is greater than 150 kPa,
which causes eq 6 to take the form

=
r

L
k K K

[ ]
(H )H O

5 2 1
1/2

2
1/22 2

(8)

This expression agrees with H2O2 formation rates that remain
independent of (O2) and which increase as (H2)

1/2 in the range
of 200−400 kPa H2 (Figure 2a). The mechanism described for
H2O2 formation proposed in Scheme 1 and the derived rate
expression (eq 6) are therefore consistent with measured H2O2
formation rates over the full range of conditions tested.
Scheme 1 shows that the rate of H2O formation (rH2O) equals

the summed rates of irreversible O−O bond scission12 within all
dioxygen-containing surface species (i.e., O2**, OOH**, and
H2O2**) at steady-state. The rate of O−O bond scission in these
three species is given by

= ** + ** + **r k k k[O ] [OOH ] [H O ]H O 7 2 8 12 2 22 (9)

which takes a new form after accounting for the quasi-
equilibrated steps in Scheme 1

= +

+ **

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

r k K k K K K K

k
K

(O ) (H ) (O )

(H O ) [ ]

H O 7 3 2 8 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2

12

6
2 2

2

(10)

Implementing the site balance yields the rate equation for H2O
formation:

=
+ +

+ + +

r

L

k K k K K K K

K K K K K[ ]

(O ) (H ) (O ) (H O )

1 (O ) (H ) (O ) (H O )

k
K

K

H O 7 3 2 8 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2 2 2

3 2 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2
1

2 2

2

12

6

6

(11)

The rate of H2O formation by H2O2 decomposition (Scheme 1,
step 12; (k12/k6)(H2O2)) is negligible in comparison to H2O
formation by O2** and OOH** decomposition, as already
discussed. Density functional theory calculations show that O−O
bond dissociation barriers are ≥40 kJ mol−1 lower in OOH**
than for O2** on Pd surfaces,10,11,44 which agrees qualitatively
with homolytic bond dissociation energies (BDE) that are 230 kJ
mol−1 greater for the O−O bond in O2(g) than for that in ·
OOH(g) radicals.60 Together these results imply that rate
constants and likely rates for OOH** dissociation may be much
higher than those for O2** on Pd clusters. The combination of
these assumptions yields the following simplified rate expression

=
+ + +

r

L
k K K K K

K K K K K[ ]
(H ) (O )

1 (O ) (H ) (O ) (H O )
K

H O 8 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2

3 2 4 3 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

2
1

2 2

2

6

(12)

At low (H2) (<150 kPa H2), O2** is the MARI, and eq 12
becomes

=
r

L
k K K K

[ ]
(H )H O

8 4 2 1
1/2

2
1/22

(13)

and as seen for H2O2 formation rates, OOH** is the MARI at
higher (H2) (200−400 kPa H2), giving

=
r

L
k

[ ]
H O

8
2

(14)

These simplified rate expressions (i.e., eqs 13 and 14) are
consistent withH2O formation rates that are constant for all (O2)
and that transition from a half- to zero-order dependence on
(H2) at∼150 kPa (Figure 2b). These comparisons show that O−
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O bond rupture occurs primarily within OOH** surface
intermediates, which agrees also with mechanistic predictions
for the ORR reaction on Pt surfaces.61,62

The rate equations for H2O2 (eq 6) and H2O (eq 12)
formation suggest that the selectivity towards H2O2 will increase
with (H2) while remaining constant for all (O2) values. These
expectations are shown clearly when H2O2 selectivity is
expressed as the ratio of H2O2 and H2O formation rates (χ):

χ = =
r

r
k K K

k
(H )H O

H O

5 2 1
1/2

2
1/2

8

2 2

2 (15)

The value of χ does not depend on the identity of the MARI,
because pathways for H2O2 and H2O formation occur on the
same active sites. Figure 3 shows that χ values increase as (H2)

1/2

(Figure 3a) and remain constant with changing (O2) (Figure 3b)
on 0.7 nm Pd clusters. These comparisons show that the
expression for χ is consistent with the rate data (Figure 2). The
interpretation of these results shows that O−O bonds cleave at
negligible rates in O2** and H2O2** intermediates and that both
H2O2 and H2O form on the same sites. The values of χ increase
by a factor of 2 on 0.7 nm Pd clusters as (H2) increases over the
range 5−400 kPa (Figure 3a) and demonstrate that significant
increases in selectivity can be achieved by increasing (H2). These
findings (Figure 3) differ from previous studies that reported
H2O2 selectivities that decreased with increasing H2/O2 reactant

ratios;21,63,64 however, those studies did not discuss precautions
taken to measure primary formation rates for H2O2 and H2O and
may include contributions from H2O2** decomposition, which
would complicate analysis.
In contrast to the previously proposed Langmuir−Hinshel-

wood mechanisms,10,11,47 the findings of this work implicate a
proton−electron transfer mechanism (Scheme 1, steps 4 and 5)
as the primary pathway for H2O2 formation. Notably, this
mechanism resembles proposals for the two-electron ORR to
H2O2,

46,65 however, without an applied electrical potential.
Instead, the catalytic direct synthesis of H2O2 on silica-supported
Pd clusters is driven by the chemical potential of the supplied
H2(g). This mechanism requires that each Pd cluster catalyzes
both electrochemical half-reactions in order to conserve charge
(Scheme 2). To further confirm the role of proton and electron

transfer pathways in the direct synthesis of H2O2, we next
describe howH2O2 formation rates require that H

+ are present in
the solvent.

3.2. Effects of H+ Concentration on H2O2 and H2O
Formation Rates. The proposed mechanism for H2O2
formation (Schemes 1 and 2) contains steps identical to
charge-transfer processes for the ORR.46,65 These steps are
well-accepted when an electrical potential is applied between two
metal electrodes separated by an electrolyte; however, they are
not commonly invoked to describe reactions at the surface of
nanoclusters supported on insulators (e.g., Pd−SiO2). Figure 4
shows that increases in the H2O2 concentration over time within
a semibatch reactor are much greater in protic solvents (e.g.,
methanol and water) than in aprotic solvents (e.g., acetonitrile,
dimethyl sulfoxide, and propylene carbonate) (4.2 kPa H2, 4.2
kPa O2, 295 K, 3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2). Primary formation rates for
H2O2 are calculated from the change in H2O2 concentration with
time at the early stages of each experiment (0−0.17 h), and the
results are shown in Table 2 along with the pKa values and
dielectric constant for each solvent. These data (Figure 4 and
Table 2) show that the H2O2 turnover rates in protic solvents are
at least 103 times greater than those in aprotic solvents (whose
H2O2 turnover rates fall below the detection limit of the
experiment, <1.7 × 10−6 (mol H2O2) (mol Pds s)

−1). Turnover
rates depend on the protic−aprotic nature of the solvent but do
not correlate with the dielectric constants of the solvents (Table
2), which suggests that H2O2 formation is not sensitive to solvent
polarity. These data (Table 2) are completely consistent with our
proposed mechanism (Schemes 1 and 2); moreover, these
results cannot be explained by mechanisms for direct synthesis
that only involve elementary steps describing reactions between
coadsorbed surface intermediates (e.g., O2* + H* → OOH* +
*), which are not influenced by H+. We next discuss rate

Figure 3. Ratio of the formation of H2O2 to that for H2O (χ) as a
function of (a) H2 pressure at 60 kPa O2 and (b) O2 pressure at 60 kPa
H2 on 0.7 nm (black ■), 3 nm (red ●), and 7 nm (blue ▲) Pd clusters
(277 K, 10 cm3 min−1 CH3OH). Lines are intended to guide the eye.

Scheme 2. Pd Clusters Catalyze Both Heterolytic H2
Oxidation and O2 Reduction Steps in Order to Form H2O2 at
Steady-State while Conserving Charge
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measurements conducted as a function of H+ concentration
using multiple H+ donors and acceptors and interpret these data
using the previously derived rate expressions (eqs 6 and 12) to
clarify the role of mineral acids commonly used to increase H2O2
selectivities during direct synthesis.21,22

Figure 5 shows that steady-state H2O2 formation rates (Figure
5a) and χ (Figure 5b) depend weakly on the H+ concentration,66

which is changed by adding H2SO4, H3PO4, HCl, NaHCO3, or
H2CO3 (via dissolved CO2) to the solvent (50 kPaH2, 60 kPaO2,
20% v CH3OH, 277 K). Figure 5a demonstrates that formation
rates for H2O2 increase with increasing H+ concentration (rH2O2

∼ [H+]0.1) and are similar at any given H+ concentration. These
data are qualitatively consistent with our proposed mechanism
for H2O2 formation (Scheme 1), which is shown by restating the
simplified rate expressions for H2O2 formation (eqs 7 and 8) in
terms of the H+ concentration. The quasi-equilibrated steps for
heterolytic H2 oxidation (Scheme 1, steps 1 and 2) show that the
H2 pressure and the concentrations of H

+ and free e− are related
by

α= =+ − K K[H ] [e ] (H )2 2
2

2
1 2 (16)

where [H+] and [e−] are the proton and electron concentrations,
respectively, and α is a constant equal to the product of the
equilibrium constants (K2

2K1) and the H2 pressure under the
conditions of these experiments (Figure 5). Substitution of eq 16
into the rate equations for H2O2 formation yields a second-order
dependence on both [H+] and [e−] when O2** is the MARI:

= + −r

L
k K

[ ]
( )[H ] [e ]H O

5 4
2 22 2

(17)

and a first-order dependence on [H+] and [e−] when OOH** is
the MARI:

= + −r

L
k K K

[ ]
( )[H ][e ]H O

5 2 1
1/22 2

(18)

H2O2 formation rates are undetectable in the absence of an e−

source (i.e., 0 kPa H2, Figure 2), even in solutions with a high
[H+] (pH 3, 0.5 mMH2SO4 in H2O), which is in agreement with
eqs 17 and 18 and previous measurements.21 The addition of
proton donors (i.e., mineral acids) to the solvent gives a

Figure 4. H2O2 concentrations as functions of time during direct
synthesis in a well-mixed semibatch reactor using protic (methanol
(black■) and water (red●)) or aprotic (dimethyl sulfoxide (green▲),
acetonitrile (blue ▼), and propylene carbonate (magenta ⧫)) solvents
(4.2 kPaH2, 4.2 kPaO2, 40 cm

3 solvent, 20mg of 3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2, 295
K). Lines are intended to guide the eye.

Table 2. Initial Rates of H2O2 Formation in Protic and Aprotic Solvents with Different Dielectric Constantsa

solvent protic/aprotic pKa dielectric constant (ε) H2O2 formation rate ((mol H2O2) (mol Pds s)
−1)

methanol protic 16 32.6 1.5 × 10−3

water protic 16 78.5 1.3 × 10−3

dimethyl sulfoxide aprotic 35 47.0 <1.7 × 10−6

acetonitrile aprotic 25 37.5 <1.7 × 10−6

propylene carbonate aprotic 40−50b 64.0 <1.7 × 10−6

aInitial rates of H2O2 formation were calculated by a linear fit of measured H2O2 concentrations within a semibatch reactor over the range of 0−0.17
h. Data was collected on the 3.8 wt % Pd−SiO2 catalyst at 4.2 kPa H2 and 4.2 kPa O2.

bEstimated from standard pKa values for alkyl groups as well as
induction effects from oxygen atoms within the molecule72

Figure 5. (a)H2O2 turnover rates and (b) ratio of the formation ofH2O2
to that for H2O (χ) on 0.7 nm Pd clusters as a function of H+

concentration, which was controlled by the addition of a mineral acid
or base including H2SO4 (black ■), H3PO4 (blue ▲), HCl (magenta
▼), NaHCO3 (green ⧫), or H2CO3 (red ●, by applying 0−0.7 MPa
CO2) (50 kPa H2, 60 kPa O2, 277 K, 10 cm

3 min−1 20% v/v CH3OH).
Empty symbols represent measurements taken prior to the addition of
each acid or base. Lines are intended to guide the eye.
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measurable increase in [H+] due to the dissociation of these
species:

←→ ++ −[HX] [H ] [X ]
KHX

(19)

where KHX is the equilibrium constant for acid dissociation and
[HX] and [X−] are the concentrations of mineral acids and
counterions in the solution, respectively. H2O2 formation rates
increase only slightly when proton donors are added to the
solvent (rH2O2

∼ [H+]0.1, Figure 5a) because [H+] and [e−] are
inversely proportional to one another as dictated by the
equilibrium for heterolytic H2 oxidation (eq 16). Thus, the
addition of acid increases [H+] by a certain factor but
simultaneously decreases [e−] by the same amount. Con-
sequently, we attribute the small increase in H2O2 formation
rates to electronic modification of the solution at the liquid−solid
interface induced by the presence of counterions (i.e., Cl−,
SO4

2−, HCO3
−, andH2PO4

−), which increase with the amount of
acid added to the solvent. The H2O turnover rates show also a
weak inverse dependence on [H+] (rH2O ∼ [H+]−0.05; Figure
S7.1). The H2O formation rate does not directly depend on
[H+]; therefore, these small changes should only reflect the
adsorption of counterions onto the Pd, which are likely present at
low coverages.67−69 These results agree with previous observa-
tions that strongly binding anions decrease H2O formation rates
during ORR, perhaps because the anions must be displaced from
the surface prior to O−O bond rupture.49−51 Additional
measurements that probe counterion surface coverages, perhaps
by in situ infrared spectroscopy, are needed in order to develop a
deeper understanding of the manner by which rates and
selectivities are influenced specifically by counterions. Overall,
the addition of proton donors increases the selectivity toward
H2O2 (i.e., χ, Figure 5b) by both increasing H2O2 formation rates
(Figure 5a) and decreasing H2O formation rates (Figure S7.1).
These observed trends are similar among all mineral acids tested;
therefore, χ can be increased significantly (10-fold) by adding
acids to the system (10−9−10−2 MH+) with little dependence on
the identity of the counterion.
Collectively, these data (Figures 4 and 5) show that both H+

and e− are required to produce H2O2, which helps to clarify the
previously vague role of acids for H2O2 formation.21,24 These
results and their interpretation are consistent with the proposed
mechanism for H2O2 formation (Schemes 1 and 2). Moreover,
our measurements cannot be explained by Langmuirian
mechanisms that involve homolytic hydrogenation steps,
occurring at one or even two distinct surface sites. These results
also explain the reported benefits of using CO2 as a diluent during
direct synthesis of H2O2.

16,70,71 H2CO3, formed following
dissolution of CO2 in protic solvents, provides HCO3

− and
CO3

2− counterions that may bind to Pd clusters or alter the
properties of the solution near the surface of these clusters, and
increase H2O2 selectivities, as shown above. Thus, high-pressure
CO2 can replace strong mineral acids (e.g., H2SO4 and HCl) that
are less environmentally benign. However, to be competitive
with AO, direct synthesis will require higher selectivities than
those achieved here on 0.7 nm Pd−SiO2 from the addition of
CO2 alone (31% H2O2 selectivity). In the next section, we show
that higher H2O2 selectivities are achieved when we decrease the
extent of e− back-donation to adsorbed oxygen species by
increasing the size of the Pd clusters.
3.3. Effects of Pd Cluster Size on Selectivities and

Activation Enthalpies. Changes in the size of Pd clusters lead
to changes in both H2O2 selectivities and turnover rates that

reflect significant differences between the electronic structures of
Pd clusters caused, in turn, by changes to the degree of
coordinative saturation of surface atoms. Figure 3 shows that
values of χ increase monotonically with the size of Pd clusters at
all H2 or O2 pressures, and 7 nm Pd gives χ values that are more
than three times greater than those for 0.7 nm Pd under all
conditions, which agrees qualitatively with comparisons between
H2O2 selectivities for 3.4 and 4.2 nm Pd clusters on SiO2.

27 In
addition, H2O2 turnover rates are much larger on 7 nm Pd
clusters than those on 0.7 nm Pd (Figures S9.2a and 2a,
respectively). The rate ratios for all Pd clusters (Figure 3)
increase with a half-order dependence on (H2) and do not
depend on (O2) (Figure S8.1 shows linearized rates). The
change in H2O2 and H2O formation rates with changes in (H2)
and (O2) on 3 and 7 nm clusters (Figures S9.1 and S9.2) are
described accurately by the mechanism (Scheme 1) and rate
equations (eqs 6 and 12) given earlier. These differences in
turnover rates and selectivities between Pd clusters of different
sizes result, therefore, from changes in the stability of surface
intermediates and transition states and not from differences
between the mechanisms for H2O2 and H2O formation on
clusters of different sizes. The changes in the stability of reactive
intermediates are reflected in the values of the apparent
activation enthalpies (ΔH⧧) and entropies (ΔS⧧) for these
reactions, determined from measurements of rates as a function
of temperature.
Transition state theory proposes that reactant species (e.g.,

OOH* and a H+−e− pair) exist in equilibrium with the transition
state (H+−OOH**⧧) for a given elementary step.72 Close
agreement between measured H2O2 and H2O formation rates
(Figures 2, S9.1, and S9.2) and rate expressions (eqs 6 and 12)
suggest that these reactant species also exist in quasi-equilibrium
with gaseous H2 and O2 reactants. These multiple equilibrated
steps and the form of eq 7, therefore, suggest that the transition
states for H2O2 formation are equilibrated also with chemisorbed
oxygen (O2**) and H2, as shown in Scheme 3 and expressed in
the following reaction:

** + ← →⎯⎯⎯⎯ − **+ ⧧
⧧

O H (g) H OOH
K

2 2
H2O2

(20)

where K⧧
H2O2

is the transition state equilibrium constant for
H2O2 formation. By using conventions of transition state theory,
the rate of H2O2 formation can be expressed in terms of the
number of transition state species ([H+−OOH**⧧]):

= − **+ ⧧r

L
k T

h[ ]
[H OOH ]H O B2 2

(21)

where T is the temperature in Kelvin, and h and kB are Planck’s
and Boltzmann’s constants, respectively. The equilibrated nature
of eq 20, along with the observation that H2O2 formation is
independent of (O2) (Figure 2a) allow eq 21 to be re-expressed
in terms of (H2) and K⧧

H2O2
:

= ⧧r

L
k T

h
K

[ ]
(H )H O B

H O 2
2 2

2 2 (22)

Supporting Information section 10 contains equivalent ex-
pressions for H2O formation. Figure 6 shows calculated values
for K⧧

H2O2
and K⧧

H2O (eqs 22 and S10.3) as a function of inverse
temperature, and these values reflect only primary formation
rates, calculated at zero H2 conversion by extrapolating rates
measured as a function of residence time at every temperature
(Figure S2.2).
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Values of ΔH⧧ and ΔS⧧ are determined from the temperature
dependence of the overall change in free energy for H2O2

(ΔG⧧
H2O2

) and H2O (ΔG⧧
H2O) formation (Scheme 3).

ΔG⧧
H2O2

equals the sum of energies for the dissociation of

H2(g) to H+ and to e− localized on adsorbed O2** (ΔGH2
),

protonation of O2
2−** to hydroperoxy (ΔGOOH), and

protonation of OOH−** to form the transition state
(ΔGH−OOH):

Δ = Δ + Δ + Δ⧧
−G G G GH O H OOH H OOH2 2 2 (23)

whereas ΔG⧧
H2O includes the free energy change for activating

the O−O bond in OOH** (ΔGO−OH):

Δ = Δ + Δ + Δ⧧
−G G G GH O H OOH O OH2 2 (24)

Lastly, transition state theory allows values of K⧧
x (Figure 6) to

be expressed in terms ofΔG⧧ as well asΔH⧧ andΔS⧧ (fromΔG⧧

= ΔH⧧ − TΔS⧧):

= =⧧ −Δ −Δ Δ⧧ ⧧ ⧧
K e e ex

G RT H RT S R/ / /x x x (25)

where R is the ideal gas constant and the subscript x indicates that
the associated variable corresponds to the formation of product
x.
Table 3 shows values ofΔH⧧

H2O2
andΔH⧧

H2O for 0.7, 3, and 7

nmPd clusters calculated fromK⧧
H2O2

andK⧧
H2O (Figure 6 and eq

25). ΔH⧧
H2O2

values increase from 9 to 14 ± 2 kJ mol−1 as the

mean sizes of Pd clusters increase, which shows that ΔH⧧
H2O2

is

weakly sensitive to cluster size. These ΔH⧧
H2O2

values are similar
to barriers for proton−electron transfer steps on Pt electro-
catalysts determined from DFT calculations (∼10 kJ mol−1)73,74
and measured experimentally (<15 kJ mol−1)75 as well as
estimates (10−20 kJ mol−1) for other ORR electrocatalysts.75−77

Such comparisons indicate that these charge-transfer processes
depend weakly on the coordinative saturation and the elemental
identity of group 8 metal surfaces. The strong agreement
between this work and these previous studies73−77 provides
further evidence that the mechanisms for direct synthesis of
H2O2 are comparable to those for the electrochemical ORR.
Measured ΔH⧧

H2O2
values are significantly lower than calculated

barriers for hydrogenation of molecular oxygen (77−109 kJ
mol−1) on Pd,10,11 which shows that direct synthesis of H2O2
should proceed predominantly by proton−electron transfer and
not by hydrogenation. Measured values for ΔH⧧

H2O, in contrast,
increase from 18 to 32 ± 2 kJ mol−1 as the mean diameters of Pd
clusters increase from 0.7 to 7 nm (Table 3), andΔH⧧

H2O clearly
depends on the coordinative saturation of the exposed Pd atoms.
Notably, ΔH⧧

H2O on 7 nm Pd clusters, whose surfaces primarily
expose close-packed terraces,78 match activation energies (∼30
kJ mol−1) for O−O bond dissociation within chemisorbed O2 on

Scheme 3. Thermochemical Cycle Showing the Changes in
Free Energy at Each Step for the Direct Synthesis of H2O2
(Blue) and H2O (Red) on Pd Clustersa

aChanges in free energy are shown for the heterolytic dissociation of
H2 (ΔGH2

) and the protonation of O2** (ΔGOOH) and OOH**
(ΔGH−OOH). The sum of these free energy differences corresponds to
the measured activation free energy for H2O2 formation on O2-
saturated Pd clusters (ΔG⧧

H2O2
). The measured activation free energy

for H2O formation (ΔG⧧
H2O) corresponds to the sum of ΔGH2

,
ΔGOOH, and the change in free energy for O−O bond scission in
OOH** (ΔGO−OH).

Figure 6. Transition state equilibrium constants K⧧ for H2O2 (solid
symbols) and H2O (empty symbols) formation as a function of inverse
temperature on 0.7 nm Pd (black ■ and □), 3 nm Pd (red ● and ○),
and 7 nm Pd (blue ▲ and Δ) clusters (50 kPa H2, 60 kPa O2, 20% v/v
CH3OH). Turnover rates used to calculate K⧧ values were determined
at zero H2 conversion by extrapolating turnover rates measured at three
different conversions, each less than 10%. Lines represent fits to the
Eyring equation.

Table 3. Catalyst Activation Enthalpies and Entropies for H2O2 and H2O Formationa

sample ΔH⧧
H2O2

(kJ mol−1) ΔH⧧
H2O (kJ mol−1) ΔS⧧H2O2

(J mol−1 K−1) ΔS⧧H2O (J mol−1 K−1)

0.7 nm Pd−SiO2 9 ± 2 18 ± 2 −232 ± 23 −197 ± 20
3 nm Pd−SiO2 9 ± 2 24 ± 2 −226 ± 23 −165 ± 17
7 nm Pd−SiO2 14 ± 2 32 ± 3 −200 ± 20 −129 ± 13

aActivation enthalpies and entropies were calculated from measured transition state equilibrium constants (K⧧) and eq 25. Error was estimated to be
10% of the measured value based on the maximum error recorded for the turnover rate measurements used to calculate ΔH⧧ and ΔS⧧.
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Pd(111).79,80 This quantitative agreement supports our
conclusion that H2O forms following kinetically relevant O−O
bond scission on Pd. The smallest Pd clusters (0.7 nm) give the
lowest ΔH⧧

H2O values (18 kJ mol−1) because these clusters
expose a greater fraction of undercoordinated surface sites78 that
possess a greater density of states near the Fermi level as a result
of less overlap between the d orbitals of Pd atoms.32 O−O bond
dissociation barriers that decrease with the decreasing
coordinative saturation of surface Pd atoms (Table 3) agree
with published comparisons for O2 dissociation on Pd(111),

79,80

Pd(100),81,82 and Pd(110)83 surfaces. Thus, the amount of
charge back-donated to 2π* of O2 on 0.7 nm clusters is greater
than that for 7 nm Pd clusters, which is reflected in the ΔH⧧

H2O

values. Consequently, H2O2 selectivities (i.e., χ values) increase
with the size of the Pd clusters because O−O bond rupture
transition states are more sensitive to electronic changes in the
Pd surface than those for proton−electron transfer (Figure 3).
Table 3 shows values for ΔS⧧H2O2

and ΔS⧧H2O on Pd clusters.
These ΔS⧧ values are large and negative, which shows that the
formation of the transition states for each pathway involve a
significant loss of entropy. Here, ΔS⧧H2O2

corresponds to the
difference in entropy of the product and reactant states of the
process depicted in Scheme 3 such that

Δ = − − **
⧧

⧧S S S SH O H O H O2 2 2 2 2 2 (26)

and a corresponding equation describes ΔS⧧H2O:

Δ = − − **
⧧

⧧S S S S
1
2H O H O H O2 2 2 2 (27)

where SH2O2
⧧ and SH2O

⧧ are the entropies of the transition states

for H2O2 and H2O formation, respectively, whereas SH2
and SO2**

are the entropies of H2 and O2**. Values of ΔS⧧H2O2
(−232 to

−200 J mol−1 K−1) andΔS⧧H2O (−197 to −129 J mol−1 K−1) are
shown in Table 3.
For H2O2 formation, the difference between the entropies of

the reactants (O2** and H2(g)) and that of the transition state
(H+−OOH**⧧) can be estimated roughly as being equal to the
translational and rotational entropy loss from binding H2(g) to
O2** (i.e., SH2

, 131 J mol−1 K−1 at 101 kPa H2, 273 K84). The

values of ΔS⧧H2O2
(Table 3), however, are much more negative

(by >70 J mol−1 K−1) than the estimate from this simple
approximation. These significant differences suggest that addi-
tional entropy is lost, perhaps, as the hydrogen-bonded solvent
reorganizes into a lower energy configuration about the
hydrophilic transition state,85 which forms at the interface
between water and the hydrophobic O2**-covered metal
cluster.86 Such a process would also be consistent with values
of ΔS⧧H2O that also reflect a much larger entropy loss (again by
>70 J mol−1 K−1) than estimated by the consumption of one-half
of a H2(g) molecule. Estimates for the exact entropic change
caused by reorganization of the solvating molecules falls beyond
the scope of this study. Values of both ΔS⧧H2O2

and ΔS⧧H2O

become slightly more positive (i.e., less entropy is lost) as the size
of Pd clusters increase (Table 3). These changes show that
entropies of the transition states (i.e., SH2O2

⧧ and SH2O
⧧) increase

more with the size of Pd clusters than the surface intermediate
from which they form (i.e., SO2**) because SH2

does not depend
on the size of Pd clusters. This comparison implies that the

transition states gain more translational mobility than does O2**
as the coordinative saturation of the Pd surface atoms increases.
These data and the interpretations presented here show that

increasing the coordination of Pd atoms at cluster surfaces
increases the H2O2 selectivity (χ) by increasing ΔH⧧

H2O while

only slightly affecting ΔH⧧
H2O2

values. The weak dependence of

ΔH⧧
H2O2

on the electronic structure of the surface is consistent
with the proposed mechanism for H2O2 formation (Schemes 1
and 2) because H2O2 forms by proton−electron transfer that
involves liquid-phase reactants insensitive to the electronic
structure of the catalyst surface. In contrast, ΔH⧧

H2O depends on
the coordination of Pd surface atoms because the propensity of
surfaces to cleave O−O bonds depends strongly on their
electronic structure. The increase in ΔS⧧ values with cluster size
shows that the transition states for H2O2 and H2O formation
both become more mobile relative to O2** as the size of Pd
clusters increase.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Turnover rates for H2O2 and H2O formation were measured on
silica-supported Pd clusters over a wide range of H2 and O2
pressures, and solvent H+ concentrations in the absence of
artifacts from mass transport and secondary decomposition of
H2O2. These rates were interpreted in order to evaluate the
mechanism of direct synthesis. Experiments in solvents with
varying H+ concentrations (including aprotic solvents) demon-
strated that protons are essential for H2O2 formation, whereas
the identity of the counterion is much less important. The
dependence of rates on H2 and O2 pressures were inconsistent
with Langmuirian mechanisms and instead provided evidence for
heterolytic reaction pathways similar to the two-electron ORR.
Together, these data and their interpretations provided a
complete mechanistic understanding of the direct synthesis of
H2O2 that is consistent with the data and implicates proton−
electron transfer elementary steps to form H2O2 and O−O bond
scission in OOH** to form H2O. Calculated values forΔH⧧ and
ΔS⧧ from measured H2O2 and H2O formation rates at varying
temperatures show that H2O formation is more sensitive to the
surface electronic structure than is H2O2; therefore, selectivity
can be increased by increasing the ratio of coordinated to
undercoordinated surface atoms. Overall, these results can aid
the rational design of inexpensive catalysts that can selectively
produce H2O2 by direct synthesis in an environmentally benign
manner.
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